COMPANY PROFILE

WELCOME TO BLUESKY

A WORLD WHERE WOMEN
DARE TO BE THEMSELVES!
I am delighted to lead BLUESKY at this important moment in our company’s
history. In an ever-changing global environment, we strive to create products
that cater to the needs of modern women and to create a more beautiful
world through beauty innovations. With a constant respect to our values, we
have evolved BLUESKY into a global fashion beauty brand.
Thanks to our employees‘ passion and dedication, our non-stop research
and development, our state-of-the-art production facilities, the BLUESKY
brand and products have been embraced by our global partners and global
customers.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to every single woman around the
globe who has made BLUESKY her own choice.

Founder of BLUESKY

OUR STORY

IT’S A LOVE AFFAIR
The BLUESKY story began with a love story between two passionate Chemical
Engineers, Carry Ye and Zhou Lanping. From the moment they met on their
first job, Carry and Zhou shared a deep desire to offer women innovative nail
art designs, as an integral part of their fashion look.
The young and visionary couple was driven to place nail art in the heart of
fashion. It was at that moment that they rented their own laboratory. They
proceeded with conducting non-stop experiments until they finally succeeded
with an innovative one-step gel formula.
In 2009, following their big success BLUESKY was founded in Guangzhou. The
brand name, Bluesky, embodies the founders’ belief to go after your dreams
and aspirations, chasing success and challenging yourself.
With a continuous investment in Research and Development BLUESKY
introduced an upgraded Gel Polish formula that took the industry by storm.
With Carry as President and Zhou as Head of Research & Development,
BLUESKY enriched its offering with a wide range of gel polishes that blended
mainstream colors with extravagant and artistic styles.
International expansion was a natural step and global demand accelerated
BLUESKY’s growth and brand awareness.
Today BLUESKY has a presence in 67 countries including Russia, United
Kingdom, Germany, Greece, Spain, Bulgaria, Spain, USA, Chile.
In a world where sky is the limit, BLUESKY offers unlimited possibilities.

MILESTONES

ONE STEP GEL

FURTHER EXPANSION

LEXAN GEL

BLUESKY innovates
with the One-Step Gel.

Distribution expands to 30 countries.

BLUESKY
introduces a
new innovative
formula for nails
enhancement.

UPDATED FORMULA
BLUESKY invests heavily on R&D.
The upgraded Gel Polish formula is
introduced.
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BLUESKY BRAND
CREATED

GLOBAL BRAND
DEVELOPMENT

STEP INTO THE
FASHION ERA

BLUESKY introduces soak
off gel polish and the first
Three-Step Gel.

Heavy expansion in 20 countries.

BLUESKY is established in the
fashion world through London
Fashion Week.

MISSION

TO INSPIRE WOMEN
TO USE NAIL ART,
TO DARE BE THEMSELVES,
TO DISCOVER THEIR OWN
BEAUTY AND TO CREATE
THEIR OWN
FASHION STATEMENT.

VISION

NAILS:
REDEFINING
BEAUTY
AND
FASHION

THE BRAND

BLUESKY IS AN
INTERNATIONAL
BEAUTY FASHION BRAND
WHICH DEVELOPS,
MANUFACTURES
AND DISTRIBUTES
NAIL ART PRODUCTS.
BLUESKY BRAND ESSENCE:
DARE TO BE YOU!

VALUES

INNOVATION
Through continuous Research
& Development
DEDICATION
By being fully committed
to offer quality work
RESPECT
By listening and by finding ways
to satisfy customers
OPTIMISM
Through our confidence about
the future and our approach
FREEDOM
We dare, we act and we change
without constraints

BRAND PERSONALITY

IF THE BRAND
WAS A PERSON
SHE WOULD BE…
Bold
Confident
Passionate
Radiant
Unpretentious
Stylish
Joyful
Optimistic
Warm & Inviting
Free of Clichés

BRAND POSITIONING

High
(price)

Classic

Fashionable

Low

(price)

The table is developed from a global level.
More local brands exist in most markets.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

INNOVATION

PRODUCT
VARIETY

PRODUCT
QUALITY

REASONS THAT MAKE
BLUESKY STAND OUT
FROM OTHERS.

SAFETY

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE - INNOVATION

WE ARE COMMITTED TO
CONTINUOUS INVESTMENT
IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT.
With our state-of-the-art in-house laboratory, our expert chemists and
engineers utilize a vast collection of authoritative and innovative resources
to conduct research and to develop innovations and new products.
Our majority of our research and development is onsite and we use the
latest technologies and methods. As a result we expedite manufacturing
time and therefore we reduce time to shelves.
For customized developments, our highly trained engineers will work with
customers to develop commercial products through creative formulations
suited to meet the needs of their target consumer segments.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE - PRODUCT VARIETY

BLUESKY OFFERS
CHOICES FROM A RANGE
OF 1,000 CAREFULLY
SELECTED COLORS.
This dazzling range of high-quality nail solutions cater to the needs of the most
demanding customers. It is the best choice to satisfy customers nail art needs
and creations.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE - PRODUCT QUALITY

THE RESULT
OF ENDLESS EFFORT
Our research team utilizes a vast collection of authoritative and innovative
resources to conduct their research. Information sharing of Raw Technical
Data, Material Safety Data Sheets and Clinical Data is provided through our
vendors and our close relationships with their laboratories.
We also make use of a wide range of certified online and academic references, as well as clinical sources. Our products are not only tested during development and production but also during the filling process to ensure consistent and stable results.
BLUESKY products have the perfect density for a gorgeous gel coating.
They are easy to apply, easy to remove and with the proper application they
remain flawless for a minimum of 20 days. They have a neutral odor and they
comply to safety standards.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE - SAFETY

SAFETY FIRST
Committed to offer the best products to our customers, BLUESKY has full certification for its products and for its production processes and facilities.
We comply with EU regulations and have MSDS for all of our products. Our products are certified Halal cosmetics and Cruelty-free. We have obtained CPSR and
CPSA from INTERTEK. Our products have been registered with CPNP and our factories have GMP certificates from SGS.
Our BLUESKY team is familiar with the importation and regulatory procedures in each country and we can assist in obtaining relevant registrations and
certifications.

TARGET CUSTOMER

YOU ARE OUR TARGET
BLUESKY’s Intermediate
Target Customer

BLUESKY’s End Consumers:

Women in their mid-20s to late-30s in the middle socioeconomic class. These women love beauty and fashion
but are not fashion victims. They are modern who are young or feel young at heart. They want to feel unique and
maintain their individuality. They either go to nail salons or they are home users=nail lovers. They want to wear
products that uplift and enhance their personal style. The main three styles that BLUESKY targets are:
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NAIL
PROFESSIONALS
Who either work at nail salons or are
freelancers. They are not end consumers
but can greatly influence end consumers.
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CLASSY WOMEN

ROCK WOMEN

Elegance and style typify these
women,

Dynamic women that stand out by
creating their own unique style

3

FASHIONISTA
WOMAN
They follow fashion trends or add
fashion trends to their own unique
fashion statement.

PRODUCTS

NOT JUST
ANOTHER PRODUCT
Our products, with their unique formula, have gorgeous colors. They are natural
without odor and without formaldehyde, mercury or lead. The enormous range
of colors, offers a great assortment variety to satisfy even the most demanding
nail lover.
BLUESKY introduces two inspiring seasonal collections every season following
and setting fashion trends. Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer; every season has its
own color palette and its own exciting story.
BLUEKSY’s product strategy is based on monthly color launches and new
product collections per year that caters to the needs of our global customer.
In addition to product/collection launches, the R&D department works non-stop
aiming at product innovations which can transform the industry.
The brand offers a complete package of necessary tools for the nail technician/
lover: files, aprons, masks, Led/UV lamps and other salon accessories such as,
product stands, USB’s, pillows.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
BLUESKY core products are based on 8 specific categories.
Nail Colors: This category offers amazing gel nail polishes for professional use
in 15ml bottles and for retail use in 10ml and 5ml bottles. The colors range from
light to dark and from pastel to glittery. The choices are endless with a life of at
least 20 days!
Base, Top & Nail Care: This category contains the basics for a manicure. A great
selection of base coats and top coats as well as nail care products for a complete
finish.
Nail Art: The nail art category promises bold and impressive nail design results
with endless creativity. 4D Gel, Gel Paint, Matrix Gel, Stamping Gel, Powders.
Special Collections & Effects: Our Special Collections and Effect products turn
heads and satisfy the most demanding fashionistas! The special formulas which
are created with the use of either magnets or temperature changing colors, are
nail lovers’ must-haves.
Extensions: Our innovative Lexan Gel, our Gum Gel, our Hard Gel and our Builder
Gel offer you endless possibilities for creating nail extensions.
Nail Polish: Apart from our gel nail polish categories, we also offer our inspiring
Weekly nail polish. The color palette can fit any mood and can perfectly match
our gel polish colors.
Tools & Accessories: These are must-haves for a nail artist: files, buffer, brushes,
gel remover, UV lamps or even salon accessories; everything a nail professional
and lover will need.
Kits: This category offers a variety of individual and complete sets to satisfy nail
lovers’ different needs. It’s all a matter of choice!

PRODUCT BOTTLE
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IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS
Special attention has been paid on the development of our bottles, which
come in three sizes; 5ml in red color, 10ml in black color, 15ml in white color for
professional use.
The 15ml white bottle has been patented and its main characteristics are:
1. The bottle’s top contains a drop of the same color contained inside the bottle,
for easy color reference.

2

2. The length of the brush hair is suitable for all shapes and lengths of nails; in
addition it is made of silicon for durability and long life.
3. The BLUESKY trademark is a gold butterfly which represents, passion for life,
creativity, vibrant joy and the ability to experience the wonders of life by being
yourself.
4. The bottle’s white color and composition preserve its color quality and
richness.
5. The base of the bottle has been designed for ideal placement in one’s hand.
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NAIL GEL POLISH - KEY FEATURES

THE GEL POLISH
YOU TRUST
• Offered in three sizes: 15ml, 10ml and 5ml
• Lifetime of 20+ days
• Applies like polish, wears like Gel, comes off in minutes
• No nicks, no chips
• Odorless
• More than 1000 selected colors
• Dries under UV or LED lamp
• Fully-tested and certified

PRODUCT INNOVATION

LATEST INNOVATION
BLUESKY’s latest innovation was inspired by Charles Demuth, the painter who
is famous for the number five “5” that he saw on a fire engine driving fast in the
streets of New York City, back in 1920.
Living in such fast-paced world, the brand created Lexan Gel, its new innovative
formula for nails enhancement.
The best fit solution for broken, short, rough nails and its main powerful
characteristic is that it dries in 5 seconds.
Time is more precious than ever and therefore speed is an innovation goal
amongst major trend setters like BLUESKY.

UNLIMITED DESIGNS

GLOBAL PRESENCE - 67 COUNTRIES

Albania
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Belgium
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
Columbia

Costa Rica
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Egypt
Estonia
Finland
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece

Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iraq
Ireland
Kenya
Lebanon
Lithuania
Mexico
Moldova
Mongolia
Montenegro

Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
North Macedonia
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Puerto Rico
Qatar
Romania
Rwanda
Senegal
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Switzerland
Tanzania

Thailand
Turkey
Uganda
UK
Uruguay
USA
Vietnam

CHANNELS OF DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTORS
WHOLESALERS
E-COMMERCE – OWN & THIRD PARTY
NAIL SALON CHAINS
TRAINING ACADEMIES FOR NAIL
PROFESSIONALS

DISTRIBUTION SUPPORT

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU
Our expert customer service team provides fast and personalized services
satisfying our customers’ and partners’ needs.
One example to boost local sales is through the Support Package Collection.
The Package consists of a nail case, table stands, several kits and sets and a
variety of other in-store materials.
Our consultants offer creative branding strategies, which can increase our
partners’ sales opportunities.
Our training team provides continuous training for new product launches in
view of the ever-changing, fashion trends, technological advances and market
environment.
Our goal with our distributors is to help them become premier players in their
own increasingly competitive market.

DISTRIBUTION SUPPORT

PRODUCTION

WHERE EVERYTHING
STARTS
As the leading manufacturer in China, BLUESKY has automated its production
facilities with state-of-the-art equipment that produce our high quality
products. All factories have obtained ISO certification and GMP certification.
All factories have obtained ISO certification and GMP certification. BLUESKY
has two factories in the outskirts of Guangzhou city and one industrial park
under construction in Qingyuan city, north of Guangzhou.
With our more advanced integrated plant near completion, BLUESKY aims
to expand its cosmetics product range with the introduction of make-up
products.

KEY NUMBERS TODAY

4000m2

Production & Research Facilities

100,000

Products Daily Capacity

500

Employees

2500

Points of Sales

67

Countries

THE TEAM

OUR PEOPLE ARE
OUR GREATEST ASSET
With determination, dedication, diversity and continues development our
BLUESKY team effectively serves our customers and brings all of BLUESKY
partners into one global team.
One BLUEKSY WORLD, ONE TEAM

MARKETING

BE OUT THERE
In BLUESKY we constantly use media and promotional venues to effectively
communicate our news and brand DNA. We combine both own and external
communication channels to reach our target audience, through our:
• Participation in Cosmoprof trade show, the world leading fair for the entire
cosmetics and professional beauty industry, we establish ourselves in the
market and present our latest collections.
• Partnership with NailsMag, the award-winning publication for nail professionals,
we reach nail technicians throughout the world.
• Participation in Fashion Weeks, (e.g. London Fashion Week), we enhance our
fashion profile by presenting the upcoming season’s nail trends.
• Own digital channels (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, Pinterest)
in order to communicate our products, new launches and nail art design
inspirations.

MARKETING - SEASONAL CAMPAIGNS

TWICE A YEAR
BLUESKY LEAVES
ITS MARK ON
CREATIVITY BY
LAUNCHING A NEW
CAMPAIGN THAT
DEFINES STYLE
AND SETS THE
TRENDS FOR THE
SEASON!

MARKETING - PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

MATERIALS THAT
SHAPE OUR NAME
In BLUESKY, we value our relationship with our customers and our partners and
we offer them a wide range of product material.
On a seasonal basis and on a per collection basis, we create promotional and
marketing materials to support offline and online product communication.
Materials include: leaflets, banners, posters or digital images. We ensure that our
partners have all necessary material to grow their business and to succeed in
their competitive market.

MARKETING - TRADE SHOWS

LET’S DO BUSINESS
We participate in all major international trade shows where we connect with
existing and potential new business partners.
Since 2012, BLUESKY participates in Cosmoprof, the world’s leading Cosmetics
and Professional Beauty trade shows.
BLUESKY provides the knowhow and best practices to our distributors for
their participation in their local trade shows.

MARKETING - TRADE SHOWS

MARKETING - FASHION SHOWS

LET’S TALK ABOUT
FASHION
As a global fashion beauty brand, BLUESKY participates in International
“Fashion Weeks”, the biggest and most fashionable events in the world.
In 2019 BLUESKY kicked off “Fashion Weeks” at the “London Fashion Week”
where we set the trends and made a statement by showcasing our Spring
Summer 2020 collection.
BLUESKY stood out by unleashing our nail art creations on the models that
walked down the high-fashion catwalk wearing the outfits designed by the
famous UK designer Paula Knorr.

MARKETING - SOCIAL MEDIA

WE ARE SOCIALLY THERE
Social Media is one of BLUESKY’s communication and promotion driving
forces.
In our strong social media presence we communicate our seasonal campaigns,
new launches, nail art inspirations and proposals.
Our Content Creation expert team constantly creates the stories and the
stylish visuals for a complete artistic and fashion look on these platforms.
Finally, our Marketing team supports our distributors in customizing BLUESKY’s
brand look for their respective markets.

CORPORATE HONORS & AWARDS

PROUD & HONORED
2015
“Outstanding Contribution” Award
By Vice Chairman of Cosmetics Chamber of Commerce
2016
“A Renowned Cross-Boundary Enterprise in Beauty and Cosmetics Industry”
Recognition By Vice President Unit of the Committee of Beauty and
Cosmetics Standards.
2017
“Excellent Enterprise” Recognition in Industry Champion Event
By Demonstration Unit of Integrity in China’s Beauty and Cosmetics Industry
2018
“Governing Unit”:
By Cosmetics Industry Promotion Association
2019
“High and New Tech Enterprise” in China
First Place among 1000 companies in Hong Kong Exhibition
“Nail Contest” 1st Place Award
By Hong Kong Professional Nail Technician Association

THANK YOU

